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TOPIC

Writing Focus

Cross-Curricular
Integration

Vocabulary

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

Exploration

Working Together

Working Together

Creative Ideas

Responsibility

Narrative

Informative/ Explanatory

Informative/ Explanatory

Opinion

Explanatory

Opinion

Narrative

Research

communities,
citizenship, history,
interdependence

interdependent
communities,
communication, problem
solving

changes,
effects of change,
responsibilities of good
citizens

culture, traditions,
celebrations

investigate, urban,
perch, muttered, rural,
downy, founders,
unanimous, ascend,
descend, orbit, universe,
enormous, journey,
launch, galaxy, tranquil,
wildlife, fledglings,
secure, detective,
fascinating, slimy, arid,
landform, precipitation,
dunes, ledge, haven,
extinct, forbidding,
delicate, inquire, sturdy,
exhibit, resist, stun,
genius, satisfaction,
courageous, hazard,
rescue, instinct, skittish,
blustery, fast-paced,
identify, participate,

partnership, survival,
struggle, familiar,
solution, miserable,
depend, insist, conflict,
resolve, mope, ramp,
pursue, deserve, coax,
startle, construct,
sidekick, unique,
contraption, foolproof,
daydream, project,
scrap, correspond,
transport, footprint,
imitate, postage, cove,
deaf, sign language,
consume, shrewd, gloat,
contentment, incident,
prey, boast, snicker,
cure, abundant,
generous, efficient,
forever, assist, dismay,

preserve, represent,
valuable, tough,
concentration, frown,
homeland, patient,
adapt, annual, nutrients,
blazing, drought,
ancient, massive,
sprout, discovery,
transform, underneath,
blizzard, fine, incredible,
landscape, molten,
adjust, landmark,
unexpected, quiver,
tease, foreign, accent,
forlorn, condition,
predict, terrifying,
breeze, whip, sparkle,
funnel, swirl, community,
responsible, teamwork,
operation, instrument,

athlete, challenge, effort,
dainty, disguise,
champion, professional,
shortstop, history,
independence symbol,
patriotic, unfurl, frayed,
allegiance, indivisible,
celebration, custom,
tradition, create, inspect,
angle, brilliant,
snapshot, climate,
livestock, occupation,
buckaroo, drover, lariat,
legend, rawhide
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significant, scour,
ingenious, aloft,
architect, tinker,
consumers, decisions,
producers, fiber, strand,
extraordinary, lack,
typical

beam, situation, excel,
research, accomplish,
scientist, process,
opportunity, original,
unusual

caretaker, lug, supplies,
concern, contribute,
persuade, fragile,
pellets, litter, pollute,
release, behavior,
cooperate, obedient,
companion, consider,
reprimand, confident,
properly, appreciate,
communicate, respect,
demand, firmly,
advantage, defiant,
ferocious, apologize,
citizen, judgment, hoard,
scold, interrupt, protest,
troublemaker

